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TRENDSTRENDS  20202020  
ONLINE TRAVEL

What trends will impact online travel brands in 2020? We’ve done the 
research and asked the experts. Here’s what’s coming down the tracks.

It’s time to wake up to the climate crisis. Travelers certainly are.

of leisure travelers  
make travel choices based on  

environmental factors 

of business travelers choose 
eco-friendly travel options 

55%42%

RISE OF THE RISE OF THE 
ENVIRONMENTAL  ENVIRONMENTAL  
TRAVELERTRAVELER  

Gone are the days of relying solely on Google for driving traffic to your site.  

of Gen Z say Instagram  
is the most influential social  

media channel for travel 

of travelers use  
metasearch channels  

to research travel 

89%32%

WHAT DOES CUSTOMERWHAT DOES CUSTOMER  
ACQUISITION LOOK  ACQUISITION LOOK  
LIKE IN LIKE IN 20202020? ? 

With increasingly diverse air products on the market,  
travelers want a seamless interface to compare air offers. 

of travelers want to know  
what’s included in fares when 

choosing an airline 

say the ability to add on  
extras is an important factor  

when choosing an airline 

63%81%

THE FUTURE OF  THE FUTURE OF  
AIR RETAILING AIR RETAILING   

Chatbots have lots of use cases in travel these days.  
The most difficult part can be deciding what to bot. 

of OTA users say online  
chat is their preferred  

communication method 

of travel businesses  
are investing in chat  

channels in 2020 

39%40%

WHAT TO BOT? WHAT TO BOT? 

Booking Holdings, Trip.com Group, and Expedia are experts in online  
travel retailing. Here’s how smaller brands can learn from them. 

offline agencies opened  
by Trip.com Group across China 

– It’s not all about online 

of OTA users want to pay in   
instalments. Expedia’s  

partnership with Klarna  
makes this possible

67%8000

LEARNING FROM  LEARNING FROM  
THE BIG THREETHE BIG THREE

Travelers want to travel from anywhere to everywhere.  
Virtual interlining helps them get there. 

of travelers would book  
a multi-ticket itinerary for  

a cheaper price 

of travelers research on sites  
that suggest travel options  
based on budget (e.g. Kiwi) 

61%70%

VIRTUAL INTERLINING VIRTUAL INTERLINING 

2020 spells a new age of mobile-first APIs. 

growth by 2023 expected 
for the the microservices  

architecture market

of travel brands will  
increase investment in  

mobile in 2020 

33bn 81%

GENERATION NOW GENERATION NOW 
APIS NOW APIS NOW 

With the threat of super app domination, OTAs must disrupt or risk  
being disrupted. Contextual messaging across the journey will help. 

of travelers find push  
notifications about offers  

or sales useful 

prefer to use a messaging  
service to chat with travel brands 

in case of trip disruption 

53%79%

MESSAGING:  MESSAGING:  
THE ANTIDOTE  THE ANTIDOTE  
TO SUPER APPS? TO SUPER APPS?   

travelport.com/Trends2020 

Get the Online Travel Trends 2020 report 

Find out what the experts are saying about  
the next big trends in online travel. 
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